2013 ford escape fuel filter location

The fuel filter on your Ford Escape model does a good job of trapping dirt and debris that try to
make their way into the fuel system. However, if you neglect the system, the filter will begin to
clog, restricting fuel flow and power to the engine. Eventually, you may even have a hard time
starting the vehicle. Before that happens, follow this guide to replace the fuel filter and keep full
power coming out of your Ford engine. Unplug the fuel pump relay located in a relay assembly
inside the engine compartment. Start the engine and let it idle. Once it stalls, crank the engine
for about five seconds to relieve the residual pressure in the system. Raise the rear of your Ford
Escape using a floor jack and support it on two jack stands. Remove the locking tabs that hold
the fuel lines to the filter on each side. Press the tab legs on each side of the fitting with your
fingers while pulling the back tab with a small screwdriver. Once released, pull the tab from the
line fitting and remove the other tab. Cover the fittings with a shop rag as you pull the lines off
the filter to catch any fuel remaining in the line. Loosen the clamp holding the filter to the
vehicle chassis using a screwdriver or ratchet and socket. Set the new filter in place and make
sure the arrow on the filter points towards the front of the vehicle. Install new lock tabs to the
fittings to secure the fuel lines to the filter. Turn the ignition key to "On" but do not start the
vehicle. Make sure there are no leaks at the filter connections. Since Dan Ferrell has contributed
general and consumer-oriented news to television and the Web. His work has appeared in
Texas, New Mexico and Miami and on various websites. Step 1 Unplug the fuel pump relay
located in a relay assembly inside the engine compartment. Step 2 Start the engine and let it
idle. Step 3 Turn the ignition key to the "Off" position. Disconnect the black, negative battery
cable using a wrench. Step 1 Raise the rear of your Ford Escape using a floor jack and support
it on two jack stands. Step 2 Locate the filter along the underside of the vehicle, near the fuel
tank. Step 3 Remove the locking tabs that hold the fuel lines to the filter on each side. Step 4
Cover the fittings with a shop rag as you pull the lines off the filter to catch any fuel remaining
in the line. Step 5 Loosen the clamp holding the filter to the vehicle chassis using a screwdriver
or ratchet and socket. Remove the fuel filter from the vehicle. Install the New Fuel Filter Step 1
Set the new filter in place and make sure the arrow on the filter points towards the front of the
vehicle. Step 2 Tighten the fuel filter clamp using the screwdriver or ratchet and socket. Step 3
Attach the fuel lines to the fuel filter fittings. Step 4 Install new lock tabs to the fittings to secure
the fuel lines to the filter. Step 5 Lower the vehicle. Step 6 Plug the fuel pump relay. Step 7
Connect the black, negative battery cable using the wrench. Step 8 Turn the ignition key to "On"
but do not start the vehicle. Double-check for leaks. Duffy; Wrench Floor jack 2 jack stands
Small standard screwdriver Shop rag Standard screwdriver or ratchet and socket 2 new lock
tabs. When servicing the fuel system on your Ford Escape, park away from appliances with
open flames like dryers and water heaters to avoid a serious accident. My car is shuddering
during acceleration. I'm thinking it might be the fuel filter? I can't however locate it to replace.
Anyone have any insight? Thank you for your time! Air filter? NewtothisT5PQS answered 2
years ago. Thank you for the suggestions! It was the spark plugs. I changed them out and all is
well. Thanks again for your help! This shuddering is common on the DPS6 transmissions. If you
feel the shudder, press on the accelerator more to engage the clutches further. This is a
"self-learning" transmission, meaning it will adapt to the way you drive your focus and learn to
shift smoother accordingly. If you have multiple drivers, this can become an issue for the
transmission never really "learns" the way the primary driver drives. Did you have the update
for the TCM transmission control module installed by the dealer per recall? In most cases it
doesn't really help anything but I've seen this update change a focus like night and day, so
There's plenty that Ford isn't telling consumers about this vehicle. Ranging from improper rear
tire camber from the factory, bogus throttle bodies, idle air control valve issues, poor overall
suspension and steering components, the list goes on and on. Hopefully yours doesn't turn out
to be a total turd lol Good luck. GuruB5KKD answered 2 years ago. GuruC6RMF answered about
a year ago. I have a Ford focus SE and it shudders when I drive it I couldn't find the fuel filter to
replace it it's not next to the gas tank any ideas where it's at? GuruHP7N3 answered about a
year ago. The acceleration is related to the clutch. Your car should be under warranty. You can
get the clutch rebuilt for free. My car always shuddered until the clutch was rebuilt again - for
FREE before it became a safety and expensive issue and my car no longer shudders. Drives
wonderfully!!! Like a normal pretty little car. GurlBabs85 answered about a year ago. I bought it
used in March and it ran perfect till about a week ago. The check engine light goes on briefly
then shuts off. The acceleration at times almost feels like I'm driving a stick they way it shifts?
Any ideas before I take it in? I need to charge the battery of my ford focus, however, it is difficult
to identify the positive and negative terminals. I can see two screws which look as if they might
represent the terminal I have a ford focus and can only find the high port is and can not find the
low side port on the its in the passenger side wheel well but it's different on the I have a ford
focus ZX3 which recently blew a freeze plug. I replaced the plug but noticed a pipe located

directly below the heater core hoses on the firewall that has water pouring out of it a Hello I
need to change the transmission fluid for my Focus. It is automatic. I already found the drain
and fill plugs but I am not finding the pan like the older models used to have. I saw anot I have a
different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
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CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
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listings for this search right in your inbox. This vehicle comes with our Buy With Confidence
program. Experience the difference exceptional service makes. Nelson Ford is committed to the
highest level of guest standards. We will make your deal!! Its perfect combination between size,
equipment, and price has paved the way for a lot of happy for customers. This particular vehicle
was driven down in the lower mainland, Richmond specifically, You wouldnt want to miss this
BC driven Ford Escape in good used condition! Call Binas at for information. This vehicle
comes with all Car is in excellent condition and was regularly maintained. Very low mileage less than 42, km. This excellent example of a CR Certified vehicle which offers a 1. Combined
fuel economy offers 9. Three unique features of the Escape are moon roof, remote start and
sony stereo. Tech feature that set this vehic Buy from home and save! During this time of social
distancing AM Ford has made it simple to take advantage of great promotions from Ford.
Contact us now and one of our online sales specialists will Fully loaded 13 escape equipped
with leather seats, alloy wheels and AWD. Step into the Ford Escape! Blurring highway lines
with an exceptional merger of performance and opulence. Top features include remote keyless
entry, an outside temperature display, power windows, and leather upholstery. Under the hood
you'll find a 4 cylinder engine wit Low Kilometers! Ward's 10 Best Engines. We are using
hospital grade disinfectant and are confident the clean Odometer is kilometers below market
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